By David Michael Ledesma
Author of “Bitcoin Explained in Cartoons”
Please read terms of service and privacy policy
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Author’s Disclaimer and Disclosure: Although the author has made every effort to ensure
that the information in this book was correct at press time, the author does not assume and
hereby disclaim any liability to any party for any loss, damage, or disruption caused by
errors or omissions, whether such errors or omissions result from negligence, accident, or
any other cause.
Images for this book were sourced from online image and vector banks which allow images
to be used for commercial purposes. If you see any image which might be a copyright
violation, you agree to not hold the author and/or publisher responsible, but to instead
make every effort to inform the author so that he may further look into the issue the
soonest.
The author may be an affiliate or referrer for entities or services mentioned in this
document and may access incentives from such entities or services. However, the author is
not an employee, owner, or insider and makes no guarantees on their behalf or regarding
the
arrangements or procedures described herein, even when the author mentions them in
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a highly favorable light. Moreover, you are solely responsible for your own device’s security
and for deciding your own actions in general, your own actions on your device, and what
you use and/or install on your own devices, browsers or other platforms, if any.
If you do not accept the aforementioned condition(s), you must stop reading from this point
onward.
If any of the conditions above are found to be unenforceable, you agree that the maximum
liability for the author shall be US$100 inclusive of all legal and consequential expenses
incurred.

Personal note: Hello! I highly appreciate you using my referral or
affiliate links can earn both of us some small rewards plus it supports
my work as an independent (“indie”) author, and helps me to
continue creating and contributing great content for the community.
It has no added cost for you, and as you shall see it can even get you
some FREE Bitcoin and other benefits. Thanks! -David
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FOR AWESOME NEWBIES: Although it’s not required for you
to have my book before reading this cheat-sheet, you’ll
understand Bitcoin much better if you’ve already read my
super easy book. You can get it at Amazon.com.
*Also available at local Amazons (Co.UK, CA, DE, FR, ES, IT, Co.JP)

(This cheat-sheet was updated 09 Feb 2021)
Always check for the latest updates at MBAbullCoin.com
*Feel free to copy/share this cheat-sheet with anyone or
your own followers, even if they haven’t read my book.
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If you’ve already read my book, I’ll highly appreciate it if you write
your review on Amazon if you haven’t yet (even just 1-2
sentences!).
I’m just an independent author, and it really helps me get the word
out and gain traction for my book! You can write your review here:
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1709229950/#customerReviews or on
your local Amazon (UK, France, etc.)
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I. How to Invest in Bitcoin or Get It FREE

If (and only IF!) you're interested in investing in Bitcoin or some
other "crypto currencies," how do you do it for the FIRST TIME?
Answer: You can start by getting Bitcoin for FREE (Yup! Not a joke!)
and then buy more Bitcoin later (if you wish).
Note that since the price of one full Bitcoin is very high (thousands of
dollars), Bitcoin is usually transacted in decimals (as I already
mentioned in my book). For example, you might earn, buy, or sell
0.01327 Bitcoin.

How to Earn Bitcoin for FREE
The absolute easiest way to earn Bitcoin for free is to simply earn
Bitcoin “rewards” when you shop using a platform like Lolli.
Lolli is a shopping app from which your earn “rewards” in the form of
FREE Bitcoin when you shop at common online retailers you might
already use, such as Expedia, Office Depot, Udemy, etc..
Lolli is only available to PC users in the USA (for now), but they’re
growing. For internet users outside the USA who know how to use a
VPN to disguise their computer location, I do not recommend you to
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do that because it might be against some rules, even if it enables you
to get this free money and Bitcoin easily.
How to get free Bitcoin with Lolli?
1) Signup using my affiliate link (you get $10 worth of FREE Bitcoin
when you use my link, right after your first qualifying transactions).
2) Install the Lolli Chrome browser extension
3) Shop at any of Lolli’s affiliated websites you already use (Expedia,
Udemy, etc.), and make sure your Lolli Chrome extension is activated
while you shop. You first go to Lolli website and login, and then click
on the online store you want to go to (Udemy, Expedia, etc.), to
make
sure you get your Bitcoin rewards.
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4) That’s it! You can then earn Bitcoin rewards for FREE. For example,
as of this writing you get up to 13.5% rewards in the form of Bitcoin
when you shop at Udemy (e.g. spend $100 in Udemy, get back
$13.50 worth of free Bitcoin). Pretty cool, aye?
(Special mention: Matt Senter, Co-Founder of Lolli, did a shout-out
about my book on Twitter. Thanks, Matt!).
Eventually when you have a good amount of Bitcoin in your balance
with Lolli, you may want to transfer your Bitcoin electronically to
your own Bitcoin electronic “wallet” in your account with a company
like BlockFi (more on BlockFi below).
More tech-savvy people who have a bigger amount of Bitcoin are
recommended to keep it in a hardware or paper wallet for “cold
storage” and that is definitely the “next step” which I’d recommend
if you so happen to move forward in investing in Bitcoin.
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How to Buy Bitcoin (if you choose to) and Earn High Interest at the
Same Time
There are many ways to buy Bitcoin depending on where you are,
but my personal favorite is to use BlockFi.
Except for some people living in a few restricted countries or states,
anyone anywhere in the world can wire money to BlockFi and invest
in a little Bitcoin.
Other than using “cold storage” which can be quite technical for
newbies, BlockFi is my favorite for 3 important reasons:
1) BlockFi is backed by well-reputed institutions such as FIDELITY,
Valar Ventures of Peter Thiel (well-known billionaire co-founder of
Paypal, Facebook, and many other well-known companies), Galaxy
Digital, Susquehanna, Akuna Capital, Recruit Strategic Partners,
ConsenSys Ventures, SoFi, Coinbase Ventures, CMT Digital, Morgan
Creek Digital, and Winklevoss Capital of the billionaire Winklevoss
twins (co-founders of Facebook). BlockFi has also been featured on
mainstream business news outlets like Bloomberg, Forbes, CNBC
and Yahoo Finance (see it here). You may learn about how they
secure and guarantee the safety of your funds by reading more
about it on their website.
2) As soon as one deposits money into BlockFi, even without buying
any Bitcoin yet, he/she will have his/her US$ deposit earning
interest as high as 8% per year (more on this below). As you might
realize, 8% per year is way more than a bank’s 1% per year interest
and even higher than most dividends of “safe” stocks. Some people
deposit even just a small fortune into BlockFi to earn 8% interest
per year to provide them a comfortable passive income.
3) Within BlockFi, you can then use your US$ deposit to buy Bitcoin
if you so choose, and you may later change this Bitcoin back to US$.
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Even better, your Bitcoin deposit also earns interest of 4.6% per
year just by leaving it there.
*Technical Note: If you deposit US$ into BlockFi, it will be
automatically converted into a US$ cryptocurrency “stable coin” such
as Gemini USD (GUSD) which is a cryptocurrency that is pegged to
the US$ one-for-one. This means 1 GUSD = 1 US$. Your Gemini USD
can later be re-converted back to US$ when you withdraw your
deposit. This Gemini USD is issued by Gemini, a legally registered
New York licensed company owned by the well-known Winklevoss
twins (the co-founders of Facebook).
In other words, with BlockFi you can deposit your US$ and buy some
Bitcoin
and earn large interest rates much higher than the bank, on
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both your Bitcoin and US$-equivalent deposits.
As a reminder, I am not an employee of BlockFi and make no
guarantees on their behalf, and therefore I always recommend my
friends and readers do their own due diligence and read more about
it for factual accuracy before making their own decisions (You can
read more about BlockFi here).

If (and only if) you’ve already decided on investing in Bitcoin (up to
you), you might ask “WHEN is the right time to buy? Is the price too
high now? Should I wait?” My answer is that many prudent investors
in any asset like to use “dollar cost averaging” wherein they do NOT
try to guess the market (“is this price now high or low? Should I
wait?” etc.) and instead they buy a small fixed amount of the asset
like Bitcoin at regular intervals (e.g. once a week) regardless of the
price. This way they buy it when it is both “high” and “low” and they
get an average price over time. If you’d like to do this with Bitcoin in
particular, you may want to checkout startup SwanBitcoin which
makes it easy for you.
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II. Risk Vs. Reward Investing in Bitcoin

I like to talk about this in the form of “Myths vs Facts”.
#1)Myth or Fact?
"Bitcoin has soared THOUSANDS of percent since it started.”
Answer: Fact
#2)Myth or Fact?
"It will continue to go up as the revolutionary 'future' of money."
Answer: I DO THINK SO, but no one “knows” (Even Nostradamus was
wrong, and he/she is nothing close to Nostradamus. We can
“believe” it will be the future of money, but we won’t “know” until
we’re in the future!)
#3) and #4)

Myth or Fact?

"Bitcoin could continue to soar 1,000s of % and be worth $1 MILLION
per full Bitcoin"
Answer: FACT (some estimates even go as high as $10 MILLION).
Later in this document I explain how/why Bitcoin might be worth $1
million or more in the future.
"Bitcoin could burst as a bubble and you'll lose the money you invest
in it"
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Answer: I REALLY DON’T THINK SO… BUT MAYBE (So, “fact.”)
Huh? How could it be both $1 million and zero $?
NOT both, but either *could* be true. Like I said, no one KNOWS. As I
explained in my book, the value of ANYTHING (including gold or the
US$) depends a lot on people accepting it as valuable.
If no one accepts Bitcoin as valuable in the future, it will go to zero
(as can gold, or any other element or government currency).
If Bitcoin starts to get more and more accepted by people (which is
the current, rapidly rising trend, with an estimated more than 27
MILLION USERS in the USA alone as of 2019) then it will be VERY
valuable.
Still, I cannot predict the future of Bitcoin, gold, the US$ or
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anything else.
A very interesting fact is that Bitcoin has been growing rapidly (with
ups and downs) since its inception in 2009-2010 despite having been
DECLARED DEAD more than 350+ times by the mainstream media
and “famous” business leaders. You can read more about this at
Bitcoin Obituaries. The next time you hear some guru or “expert”
friend tell you that Bitcoin is dead or dying soon and he/she quotes
some big personality or media report, show him/her this:
https://99bitcoins.com/bitcoin-obituaries/

#5)

Myth or Fact?

"Even if it's a bubble and it bursts, it will recover in price and
continue to go up; just as many of the previous bubbles changed the
world and made people rich such as the internet bubble, the railroad
bubble and others."
Answer: No one knows.
Yes, people got rich (and poor) before, during, and after the dotcom
bubble and other bubbles which were once in a lifetime
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opportunities; but there's no way of knowing for sure if the same will
happen with Bitcoin (and other cryptocurrencies, as Bitcoin is not the
only one).
In fact, depending on how you define "bubble," we can say that the
Bitcoin bubble has already "burst" two times or more in the past,
crashing 80% to 90%... only to recover stronger and ROCKET to
MUCH higher value than before.
That being said, now the important question is: Should you invest in
it?
Because of its risk of going to ZERO (yes, you heard that right), only
you can make that decision for yourself.
Personally, I ADMIT that I invested in it (not much, just decimals of a
Bitcoin) as well as other cryptocurrencies (but I’m now much more
convinced about Bitcoin itself instead of other cryptocurrencies).
My logic (for myself only, not necessarily for you) is that I consider it
an 'asymmetrical' investment.
Meaning, the "two sides" are not equal. What two sides?
Risk and reward.
If I invest, say, $500 in a "decimal of" a Bitcoin (yes, you can do that,
NO NEED to buy a whole Bitcoin), there's a risk it will go to zero and
I'll lose $500, but there's a possibility it will go up 10,000% or 100x
from here (that's not a typo) and my $500 will effortlessly turn to
$50,000 (not a typo, and yes I did use the word "effortlessly").
So my risk is $500 but my (possible) reward is $50,000.
It's "asymmetrical."
Also, if it does become the future of money (and that's an "if"), I
don't want to regret having missed out on a huge money revolution
in history. If it fails, I won't mind looking back at my life and having
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lost $500. But if it revolutionizes the world, am I willing to regret
that the rest of my life just coz I wanted to save $500? Hell no! But
that’s for me… you must make your own decision and be solely
responsible for it.
Myth: 100% of Bitcoin’s value comes from how fast we can make
payments using Bitcoin.
Fact: As I showed in my book, Bitcoin is regarded by Bitcoin believers
as more of a “store of value” like gold than simply a “payment
system” like Visa or Mastercard. Gold is valuable even if it’s not used
for everyday small transactions like buying coffee. Yet it’s super
valuable, and one of the primary reasons is that it has a very limited
supply.
As I already showed in my book, Bitcoin in some ways is even
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more limited than gold.

III. Bitcoin BTC Vs. Bitcoin Cash BCH, Bitcoin
SV, Bitcoin Gold, Bitcoin Diamond and others

Simple but VERY IMPORTANT.
Do NOT confuse Bitcoin with other similar
cryptocurrencies with “Bitcoin” as part of their names.

sounding

The “Bitcoin” I speak of in my book is the “core” Bitcoin and has the
symbol BTC which is different from later “spinoffs” (called “forks”)
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like Bitcoin Cash (symbol BCH), Bitcoin SV (symbol BSV), Bitcoin
Gold and others.
I’m not techie enough to explain the difference, but let’s just say
these Bitcoin “forks” are NOT “copies” of the “core” Bitcoin, but
rather they came from the original Bitcoin code and then they
“branched off” to make their own “chain” coming from the original
Bitcoin chain. If you’re not a tech, I think there’s no urgent need to
understand “Bitcoin forks” right now, it might just confuse you more.
It’s more important to know that they are NOT the same as the
“core” Bitcoin with symbol BTC.
I BEAR NO HATE AGAINST BCH, BSV and other forks, and some
supporters of BCH and BSV have interesting points in arguing that
BCH and/or BSV might more true to the philosophy or vision of the
creator of the core Bitcoin (Bitcoin is forever evolving and
improving). However, I simply don’t want newbies to be confused
about it, so I must point out the difference.

IV. Bitcoin.org Vs. Bitcoin.com

VERY IMPORTANT and similar to above.
The Bitcoin I’m referring to in my book is the “core” Bitcoin BTC
with website Bitcoin.ORG and not Bitcoin.com.
Bitcoin.com is a privately owned website and seems to be owned by
one of the founders of Bitcoin Cash BCH (not the core “Bitcoin” BTC)
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named Roger Ver (who seems to hate the original core Bitcoin BTC,
because he wants to replace it with his Bitcoin “fork” called “Bitcoin
Cash” or BCH). Because of this, many newbies get confused and think
that Bitcoin.com and/or Bitcoin Cash BCH represent the “core”
Bitcoin BTC I refer to in my book. But they are different.
*I HAVE NOTHING PERSONAL AGAINST spinoff/fork Bitcoin Cash
BCH, Bitcoin.COM, or Roger Ver. Bitcoin Cash BCH might have some
good features too which are not found in the “core” Bitcoin BTC that
I speak of in my book, and Roger Ver may have some interesting or
valid arguments in saying that his BCH is more true to the “vision” of
the creator of Bitcoin than the core Bitcoin BTC; but still, I don’t want
you to be confused. You later on might want to also buy BCH and
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BSV if you wish; as long as you know the difference.
Likewise, privately controlled Bitcoin.COM often publishes some very
interesting information; but still, I don’t want you to get confused.
You should know that these are privately controlled and different
from Bitcoin.ORG of the “core” Bitcoin BTC. (Gah… politics, politics! I
know… I don’t want to get involved and take sides, not my thing)
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V. Bitcoin vs. Other Cryptocurrencies

While Bitcoin was the pioneer cryptocurrency, there are others like
Ethereum, Litecoin, Binance Coin, Stellar, XRP, Facebook Libra, etc.,
which were made with different or even more “cool” or “useful” or
“faster” features than Bitcoin. However, it’s important to note that
Bitcoin is always evolving and improving… and that it might/can
adopt many of these features that other cryptocurrencies have.
Moreover, as you already learned from my book, one of Bitcoin’s
greatest strengths is that it’s truly “decentralized” and not controlled
by any corporation, company, small group of people, CEO, or
founder.
The original creator of Bitcoin, an anonymous person or group
named “Satoshi Nakamoto,” does NOT have control of Bitcoin
anymore; but he/she/it owns around 1 million Bitcoins worth billions
of dollars.
Today, Bitcoin is controlled by the participants/miners/coders (I like
to call them “independent citizens” to denote that they don’t belong
to any particular country or corporation) of the Bitcoin “blockchain,”
and even YOU can join in being a Bitcoin miner/coder if you have the
technical knowhow and the right equipment.
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Many of the other newer cryptocurrencies, although they may have
some “cool” features which Bitcoin doesn’t have (yet!), may be
heavily controlled by a company or corporation, or by a founder who
holds lots of influence and/or power over his/her followers and users
of his/her cryptocurrency creation.
Many Bitcoiners who understand laugh at Facebook Libra and
nicknamed it “Zuck bucks” because of the centralized influence that
Mark Zuckerberg and just a few other companies might have over it.
Sometimes these companies or founders and cryptocurrencies have
almost cult-like blind loyalty from their followers, possibly
defeating the purpose of a true cryptocurrency which needs to be
decentralized
and uncontrollable by any small group of people.
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Some other cryptocurrencies’ communities, however, do claim to
have a truly decentralized blockchain almost like Bitcoin. However,
I’m not tech-savvy enough to do my own analysis and research to
make my own conclusion on that.
(I do own a little of other cryptocurrencies other than Bitcoin which I
bought during the “altcoin mania” in 2015-2016, even if I’m the
“most confident” in Bitcoin BTC as a truly decentralized “real”
cryptocurrency, but I could be wrong).
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VI. Can we have a blockchain without Bitcoin
or other cryptocurrencies?

Remember in my book I said that there are “independent citizens”
(actually called “miners,” more on miners later) and their network of
computers around the world as part of a “blockchain” to do the job
of recording transactions on this blockchain. I also said that these
miners get paid in Bitcoin for doing this service.
So the question is… if we don’t have Bitcoin, what will motivate
these independent miners around the world to do this service? As far
as I know, it won’t work. It’s like a country which wants to have an
economy with service providers even if that country has no money
flowing around. Why would people perform a service if there’s no
money to pay them?
It’s important to know this because it’s become a somewhat
fashionable for traditional finance people like Jamie Dimon or
Warren Buffet to say things like “I believe in blockchain but I don’t
believe in Bitcoin.” Ummm… okay; but if you do this in a truly
decentralized blockchain, how will the independent miners of the
blockchain get paid? I may be wrong (I’m not a tech) but I just don’t
see it happening. As far as I know, you need Bitcoin (or another truly
decentralized cryptocurrency) to make a decentralized blockchain
work.
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VII. Is Bitcoin Only Good for Criminals or
Criminal Activity?
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You may have seen a lot of anti-Bitcoin famous people or news
commentators claim that Bitcoin is only for criminals or for
cybercrime.
To prove their point, they even cherry-pick examples where Bitcoin
was used in crime (e.g. online ransom payments, etc.). As a result,
they say that Bitcoin should be banned or shut down.
Well, guess what… there’s another currency which is used in illegal
activity wayyyyyy more than Bitcoin. Can you guess what it is? The
US dollar! In fact… traditional government currency from all over the
world, in all countries, is used in LOTS of crime every day. Does this
mean that we should ban countries’ currencies?
People using this ridiculous logic 100 years ago would probably be
able to say something like:
“The bank robbers got away fast because they were using this new
technology called a CAR and our horses couldn’t catch up… so we
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should BAN CARS and never allow them to be made or used by the
general public. Horses do their transporting job just fine anyway.”
Can you imagine where we’d be today if we banned cars in the past,
using this kind of logic? You get my point. We strive to develop
advanced technology, and society adapts.

VIII. Why Might One Full Bitcoin Each Be
Worth $1 MILLION in the Future?
There’s a multitude of reasons why that could happen. I’ll share you
which for me is the simplest one.
This all hinges on the (not guaranteed) possibility that Bitcoin might
one day become a “mainstream” asset.
If Bitcoin does indeed become a mainstream asset (and that’s a big
“IF”), don’t you think that every millionaire in the world would want
to own at least ONE full Bitcoin?
Do you know how many US$ millionaires there are in the world right
now? As of October 22, 2019, there are an estimated 46.8 million
people in the world with net assets of at least US$ 1 million each
(Source: ABCnews.go.com, 2019).
In other words, if each of these 46.8 million people wanted to own
JUST ONE full Bitcoin for their portfolio, there wouldn’t be enough
Bitcoins for them (because Bitcoin has a maximum supply of 21
million full Bitcoins). What would happen to the price of one Bitcoin
if 46.8 millionaires are competing with each other for just 21 million
Bitcoins?
Add this to the fact that in reality, there are only 18 million Bitcoins
in existence right now (21 million maximum will be reached in the
year 2140); so the world’s 46 million millionaires will be competing
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for just 18 million full Bitcoin. Bitcoin could easily rocket to US$2
million dollars each or even higher.
There are many other mathematical models which hypothesize how
and why one full Bitcoin may be worth US$ 1 million (or even $10
million) each in the future. However, they can be a bit technical to
understand. Another example is the “Stock to Flow” model which
predicts Bitcoin prices based on new Bitcoin created by “mining”
(explained in the next chapter).
I won’t go into the technical details here on how to calculate Bitcoin
price using the stock-to-flow model, but as you can see in the chart
on the next page, it seems to have been very accurate in
approximating
Bitcoin price in the past (Gray band is fair value
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Bitcoin price based on the stock-to-flow model, red dots are actual
Bitcoin prices). If Bitcoin price follows the stock-to-flow predicted
price as accurately as it has already approximated in the past, one
Bitcoin should hit 1 million US$ by somewhere between 2024-2028:
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Stock to Flow Model’s Bitcoin price approximation (gray line/band)
vs. Bitcoin actual prices (red dots):

Image credit: https://twitter.com/100trillionUSD/status/1226920445238218752/photo/1
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IX. What is Bitcoin Mining? (This is a bit
technical. If you wish, just skip it and go to the
next chapter)
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Ah, yes! This confusing lingo used by blockchain tech people
“mining!” I honestly wish they didn’t call it that, because it just
confuses people. Anyway, it is what it is. They coined the word
because, like I show in my book, Bitcoin is viewed by users as a form
of “digital gold.” How do you get gold? You mine for it, or a gold
miner mines for it.
So to get this “digital gold” called Bitcoin, how can you get it? You
“mine” for it digitally using computers on the Bitcoin “blockchain.”
Now you might wonder if it’s some sort of computer game where
you have a character who mines for Bitcoin like this:
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And the answer is NO…
Rather, let’s just say that you and your computer have to solve
“mathematical puzzles” on the Bitcoin blockchain while competing
with many other “miners” around the world doing the same thing.
The faster and more efficient your computer is in solving these
mathematical puzzles divided into “blocks” on the “Bitcoin
blockchain,” the more Bitcoin you earn. There are more technical
aspects to this, but this is the “super simplified” way I can describe it.

In the past, Bitcoin mining was a way to earn Bitcoin almost for free,
because you could just mine it using your home PC. Nowadays, there
are so many other miners you’d have to compete with around the
world, so you’d need a super powerful and fast computer (or
computers) and lots of electricity in order to mine just 1 full Bitcoin.
This is why some environmentalists are against Bitcoin, because it
supposedly uses too much electricity. However, Bitcoiners will argue
that Bitcoin replaces (or can replace) lots of other environmentally
damaging things. For example, traditional banking also uses lots of
computing power in data centers etc. which also hurt the
environment. As another example, Bitcoin in the future may
eliminate the need for cash; and cash printing on paper from cut
trees as well as transporting cash using motor vehicles takes a very
painful toll in the environment as well. Therefore, Bitcoin might even
have a good “net effect” on the environment as a whole (or so they
say).
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X. What is the Bitcoin Supply “Halving” or
“Halvening?” (Again, a bit technical… If you
wish, skip this and go to “Learn More” right
after this chapter)
In my book, I said that there are only 21 million full Bitcoins which we
will have forever and ever. As I already explained, this supply
limitation is a huge part of what gives Bitcoin its value (if more and
more people in this world of 8 billion people want some of these
only
17013 21 million Bitcoins, then these 21 million Bitcoins will just keep
going up in price).
Actually, “only 21 million Bitcoins existing” is an oversimplification to
make Bitcoin easier to understand. It’s true that there will be a
maximum of 21 million bull Bitcoins forever.
However, not all the 21 million Bitcoins are in existence yet. As of
this writing, there are only around 18 million Bitcoins which have
been “mined.” There are still around 3 million Bitcoins left to mine
until the year 2140 (that’s more than a hundred years from now).
So now you might ask… what if the existing Bitcoin miners increase
their number of computers and try to mine more Bitcoin as fast as
they can… will we be able to mine all 21 million full Bitcoins early,
before the year 2140?
The answer is no. The amount of new Bitcoin created every day is
limited.
As of this writing, only 6.25 full Bitcoins are created “per block” on
the Bitcoin “blockchain.” (If you’re not a tech, you don’t have to
worry too much about what a “block” is).
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There are 144 blocks mined every day on the Bitcoin blockchain.
Therefore, there are 6.25 Bitcoins x 144 blocks per day = 900 new
Bitcoins created every day.
Every (approximately) 4 years, the number of new Bitcoins created
every block is cut in half. This is called the “halving” or “halvening.”
The next “halving” is estimated to be sometime around 2024 and so
the number of new full Bitcoins created per block will become 3.125
per block.
After the 2024 halving, we can expect the same to happen; and less
new Bitcoin will be created every year onward.
In theory, this should mean that Bitcoin price will just keep on going
up and up until the year 2140… because less supply is created, to
meet the (assumed) same demand or even rising demand for Bitcoin.

Want To Learn More?
The absolute easiest way to learn more is to go hands-on and get
started!
And the easiest way to get started without having to actually “buy”
any Bitcoin is, as I suggested earlier, to open an account with Lolli
and start with getting just $10 worth of Bitcoin for free (when you
use my affiliate link above) as soon as you shop together with Lolli.
You can then “play around” and see what it looks like and feels like
to have a little Bitcoin.
And then, if you want (your choice completely), you can also buy a
little more Bitcoin (maybe just $150 or so) at BlockFi.
Next, you might decide (up to you!) to buy more Bitcoin as an
investment. If you do, I believe in only investing an amount you can
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afford to lose (for example, 7% of your assets); but that’s completely
your choice.
Within BlockFi you can also keep “USD $ equivalent”
cryptocurrencies like Gemini USD and earn passive income of 8% per
year. But again, this is up to you; only you can make the decision for
yourself! In any case, good luck and hope you learned from my book
on Amazon and from this cheat-sheet!
To continue learning as well as know about more of my freebies as
soon as they come, follow me at Twitter.com/MBAbullCoin
If anyone you know might appreciate this cheat-sheet, feel free to
share this with him/her invite him/her to download his/her own
17013
copy
at https://MBAbullCoin.com!

Thank You! -David
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If you’ve already read my book, I’d highly appreciate it if you wrote
your review on Amazon if you haven’t yet (even just 1-2 sentences!).
I’m just an independent author, and it really helps me get the word
out and gain traction for my book! You can write your quick review
here: https://www.Amazon.com/dp/1709229950/#customerReviews
or on your local Amazon (UK, France, etc.)
Read my super easy book if you haven’t yet! Available on Amazon.
*And ALSO on local Amazons (Co.UK, CA, DE, FR, ES, IT, Co.JP)
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